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West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. ( Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2012

PART·- III

HISTORY - HONOURS
Paper -v

Duration: 4 Hours 1 [ Full Marks: 100

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
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Answer Question No. 1and any four of the rest.

Group-A

~~-~

l. Answer any four of the followingquestions : 4 x 5 = 20

a) Assess the importance of Abdul Hamid Labori as a historian.

~~If>1<P ~9f ~ ~ '11t~IP.l'$l~~ m9f~ ~ I

b) Who were the Kacchhawabas ? What was their relation with the Mughals?

<plC~HJl"<PTm ~ ? 1'1q'1~'$1~QJ ~ ~ ~ ~ ?

c) How did the 'Zabti' system of revenue assessment differ from 'Nasaq' ?

~~~'~'~'~'~~c~~",!~?

d) How did Nur Jahan influence imperial policy during .Jahangir's reign ?

'8tl~l~t'$l'$l "11>i"i<plti:i i'!tl'8tl~l"i ~ '$Il'8t~~ ~ ~ <Pt'!tlffi:ti:i"i ?

e) What do you understand by the 'Deccan Ulcer' ?

'~~~'~~~?

f) Explain the meanings of the terms 'Khalisa', 'Jagir' and 'Paibaqi',

'~', '~~' ~<r~ .~' ~ ~Q{~ ?
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g) What were the implications of the grant of Diwani in 1765 ?

h) What is the significance of the Subsidiary Alliance?

Group - B

Answer any four of the followingquestions. 4 x 20 = 80

2. Assess Abul Fazl as a historian.

3. Critically analyse Akbar's religious policy. Explain the nature of Din-i-Ilahi with its
reference.

4. The Rajput policy of Akbar and Aurangzeb was the product of their political prudence.

Elucidate.

5. What were the main agricultural products during the Mughal period? What role did

cash crops play in Mughal agrarian economy? 12 + 8

6. Write an essay on the Mughal banking system.

7. Discuss the architectural developments during the time of the Mughals with special
reference to Shah Jahan's achievements in this field. 12 + 8
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8. Trace the evolution of the Sikh community. What was the nature of the relationship

between the Sikhs and the Mughals ?

9. What do you understand by the .Jagirdari crisis? To what extent was it responsible for

the decay of the Mughal empire? 10 + 10

10. To what extent did the Regulating Act and Pitts India Act provide a constitutional

80 framework for the Company's administration in India?

its

ceo

did

+8

ial
+8

~1~<&qC~ ~ 'l'11>1"'1<qj<q1lIC<!5 \£l~ W. ~~f<l-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ @~~~ ~ \£lq~

f9f~ ~m ~ ~ ~9fVn~ ~ ?


